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CHINA’S CYBER POWER AND AMERICA’S NATIONAL SECURITY

Information warfare is entirely different from the conventional concept of aiming at a target and annihilating it with bullets, or of commanders relying on images and pictures obtained by visual detection and with remote-sensing equipment to conduct operations…. The multidimensional, interconnected networks on the ground, in the air (or outer space), and under water, as well as terminals, modems, and software, are not only instruments, but also weapons. A people’s war under such conditions would be complicated, broad-spectrum, and changeable, with higher degrees of uncertainty and probability, which requires full preparation and circumspect organization.

— Wei Jincheng, “Information War: A New Form of People’s War”
Liberation Army Daily

In terms of military capabilities, the United States has been the world’s only superpower since 1991. In future conflicts, adversaries who cannot match U.S. military capabilities will necessarily look for asymmetric means to counter America’s strength. As demonstrated in the 1991 Gulf War and the 2003 invasion of Iraq, information technology is critical to America’s military superiority in areas such as command, control, and communications; intelligence gathering, surveillance, and reconnaissance; logistics, transportation, and administration. This reliance on information technology might prove to be America’s asymmetric Achilles’ heel.

Cyber power, the employment of computer network attack and computer network exploitation, is a relatively inexpensive but potentially effective means by which an adversary might counter U.S. military power. And the potential for cyber power is not limited to use in a direct fight with America’s military. Military power is one facet of national power, which also includes the economy as well as political and national will. The United States as a whole – the government and civil sector – is dependent on cyberspace and information systems for many routine and daily functions. America’s highly networked society, using an
Internet designed for open and easy information exchange, could be subject to cyber attack in 21st century cyber warfare. \(^\text{3}\)

Since 1991, the People’s Republic of China has increasingly funded, developed, acquired, and fielded advanced cyber technology in its government, military and civil sectors. This is a holistic effort to build China’s political and economic power. It is also a deliberate attempt to develop a cyber warfare capability as an asymmetric means to fight and defeat the United States’ superior military power. The Chinese recognize that cyberspace can be a war fighting domain and that cyber power now ranks with land, sea, and air power in terms of military strength, victory or defeat. \(^\text{4}\)

The People’s Liberation Army (PLA) is preparing for total cyber warfare. They are conducting cyberspace reconnaissance; creating the ability to do economic harm and damage critical infrastructure; preparing to disrupt communications and information systems necessary to support conventional armed conflict; and readying to conduct psychological operations to influence the will of the American people. \(^\text{5}\) The People’s Republic of China is one of the world’s leading cyber powers and is working steadily with the intent to develop the capacity to deter or defeat the United States fighting in and through cyberspace. Given these facts, how should the United States’ national security structure change to address the evolving strength of China in cyberspace? This paper examines the growth of Chinese cyber power; their known and demonstrated cyber capabilities; and how they might use cyber power in support of Chinese national security objectives. By comparing China’s cyber capacity and potential to the United States’ cyber security capabilities, this paper examines the degree to which China’s cyber power threatens American national security and then offers proposals to improve U.S. policy for cyber security and defense.

**Cyberspace: Increasing Dependence, Increasing Threat**

One could argue that cyberspace was born in 1969 through the efforts of the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA). The ARPANET project aimed to network geographically separated computers to allow research contractors to exchange information more efficiently. It began modestly, linking civilian and military researchers through
computers at Stanford Research Institute, the University of California at Los Angeles and Santa Barbara, and the University of Utah. The first message consisted of three letters and the receiving computer crashed after the third letter.\textsuperscript{6} Despite this inauspicious beginning there were 13 computers on ARPAnet in 1970, 57 computers in 1975, and 213 computers by 1981, with more computers connecting roughly every 20 days.\textsuperscript{7} By 2010, over 77 percent of the American population actively used the Internet for business, research, education, communication, and entertainment.\textsuperscript{8}

In 40 years, cyberspace activity has expanded exponentially and permeated almost every dimension of human interaction. It is an immeasurable network of smaller networks used by government, business, research institutions, and individuals around the world. Americans depend on information technology (IT) and the Internet for news and information, work and personal communication, banking transactions and investments, shopping, travel, and social networking. Globally, almost two billion people use the Internet, a 400 percent increase from 2000 to 2010.\textsuperscript{9} Globalization is dependent on people's ability to interact in cyberspace, using online networks to enable the exchange of information, goods, and services around the world.\textsuperscript{10}

As cyberspace use has increased, so has misuse of cyberspace. In the last 10 years, world-wide incidents of cyber attacks\textsuperscript{11} have escalated, in both government and private sectors. Some attacks are cyber crime, using the Internet to generate illegal financial profit.\textsuperscript{12} Some are purely malicious, such as a hacker releasing a virus into the Internet. But there is an increasing trend for cyber attacks to play a part in international state-versus-state conflict. When U.S. aircraft accidently bombed China's Belgrade Embassy in 1999, Chinese hackers defaced U.S. government websites and American hackers responded in kind. This situation repeated itself in May 2001 when a U.S. Navy P-3 Orion collided with a People's Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) F-8 fighter. Hacker-wars accompanied NATO's intervention in Kosovo, Israel's 2006 incursion into Lebanon, and the Russian conflict in Chechnya.\textsuperscript{13}

The degree of governmental complicity in hacker activity is hotly debated. In 2007, when the government of Estonia moved a World War II Soviet monument contrary to the wishes of the Russian government, a
massive distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack blocked Estonia’s access to cyberspace. Shortly before Russia invaded Georgia in 2008, Georgia suffered a DDoS attack that shut down its Internet access. In both cases, the Russian government denied involvement, attributing the attacks to the actions of ‘patriotic hackers.’ While this attribution is partially true, there is evidence that the Russian government enabled and abetted the hackers, using methods that allowed the government plausible deniability.

The People’s Republic of China (PRC) is prominent among countries employing cyber attacks and intrusion against other nations. Taiwan is a perennial favorite for PRC-based cyber attacks. The first ‘Taiwan-China Hacker War’ erupted in 1999 when the President of Taiwan suggested state-to-state relations between the island and mainland. Chinese hackers responded by defacing Taiwan government, university and commercial sites. In 2003, mainland hackers penetrated networks in 30 Taiwan government agencies, including the Defense Ministry, Election Commission, National Police Administration, and many Taiwan companies. In 2004 hackers infiltrated the Ministry of Finance and Kuomintang Party. In 2005, the Taiwan National Security Council was targeted with socially engineered emails containing malicious code.

China’s cyber activities are not limited to Taiwan; they are global. In May 2007, Trojan horse programs sent terabytes of information from government networks at the German Chancellery and their foreign, economic and research ministries to what officials believe were PLA-supported servers in Lanzhou and Beijing. Security officials estimate 40 percent of all German companies have been targeted by state-sponsored Internet espionage, most coming from either China or Russia. In November 2007, the United Kingdom’s Director-General of MI5 sent a confidential letter warning 300 chief executives and security chiefs at banks, accounting and legal firms of electronic espionage by “Chinese state organizations.” These attacks used Trojans customized to defeat the firms’ IT security systems and exfiltrate confidential data. In March 2009, the University of Toronto’s Munk Center for International Studies exposed a cyber espionage ring that had penetrated more than 1,200 computer systems in 103 countries.
Targets included news media, government ministries and embassies, and nongovernmental and international organizations. Dubbed ‘Ghostnet’ by the investigating team, these computer network exploitations (CNE) used Chinese malware and three of the four control servers were in Chinese provinces.24

China has repeatedly targeted the United States. In 2004, a CNE exfiltrated terabytes of data from Sandia Laboratories,25 the National Air and Space Administration, and several U.S. defense contractors. Code-named Titan Rain, this CNE routed the data through servers in South Korea, Hong Kong, and Taiwan before sending it to China.26 In August 2006, a CNE originating from China infiltrated computer systems belonging to Members of Congress and the House Foreign Affairs Committee. Congressman Frank Wolf (R-VA) maintains that “critical and sensitive information about U.S. foreign policy and the work of Congress” was exfiltrated.27 In October 2006, computer network attacks launched from Chinese servers forced the Commerce Department’s Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) to block Internet access for over a month. BIS replaced hundred computers to expunge their network of all malicious code.28 Between 2007 and 2009, a CNE exfiltrated data on Lockheed Martin’s F-35 fighter program. Forensics found that the intruders searched for data on the plane’s design, performance statistics, and electronic systems. Investigators traced the CNE to Chinese Internet protocol addresses29 used in previous network intrusions.30

Cyberspace, Cyber Power & Cyber War

For most of human history, people lived, worked, and waged war in two physical domains: land and sea. In 1903 mankind added air to its accessible domains and, in 1957, added the space domain. All these domains exist in nature; cyberspace is the first manmade domain. While one could argue that the world has lived with and in cyberspace for four decades, the term itself, ‘cyberspace,’ has been widely and variously defined, understood, and misunderstood.31 According to the 2008 National Security Presidential Directive 54/Homeland Security Presidential Directive 23, cyberspace is “the interdependent network of information technology infrastructures, and includes the Internet,
telecommunications networks, computer systems, and embedded processors and controllers in critical industries. Common usage of the term also refers to the virtual environment of information and interactions between people.32

Cyberspace is both a physical and virtual domain. The physical part is the millions of networked information and communication technologies that create and enable it: computers, servers, routers, processors, satellites, switches, and cables. The virtual part is formed by electronic connections and by the data sent between and stored in the pieces of its physical infrastructure. It exists globally, created and transmitted, stored and maintained by governments, public and private owners. Cyberspace changes and evolves as people develop new hardware and software technology. It is pervasive, transcending organizational boundaries and geopolitical borders and readily accessible to almost anyone from almost anywhere in the world. From a military perspective, cyberspace both enables operations in the other four domains and is a domain in which operations can be conducted.33

For national defense and national power, nation-states have developed military capabilities for each of the natural domains: sea power (navies), land power (armies), air power (air and air defense forces), and space power (spacecraft and satellites). The purpose of these powers is for the nation-state to establish control and exert influence within and through the domains, control and influence being steps toward the state achieving its national goals and objectives. States create armies to control, defend, and extend their borders; navies to protect their coasts, control sea lanes, and attack others’ by sea; air and outer space forces to attack through the sky, defend against like attacks, and conduct observation. Each of these powers is intended to use a domain to the advantage of the state.34 And each of these powers can support and reinforce the powers dominant in the other domains. Land power protects the ports and airfields from which sea and air power originates. Air and space power provides overhead protection for land and sea power. Air and sea power enables land power projection. While designed to operate primarily in its own domain, each of the powers can exert influence into the other domains.
Cyber power is the ability of a nation-state to establish control and exert influence within and through cyberspace, in support of and in conjunction with the other domain-elements of national power. Attaining cyber power rests on the state’s ability to develop the resources to operate in cyberspace. Cyber power as a nation-state capability is no different than land, sea, air, or space power. Instead of tanks, ships, and airplanes, the state needs networked computers, telecommunication infrastructure, programs and software, and people with the requisite skills. As with the land, sea, air, and space domains, the state can produce effects within cyberspace or into another domain through cyberspace. A cyber attack could corrupt an adversary’s logistics database, degrading the adversary’s rapid deployment capabilities; bring down an air defense network, enabling an air attack; or jam the signals of a global positioning satellite, interfering with a warship’s ability to navigate or target its weapons systems.

The U.S. military refers to applications of cyber power as Computer Network Operations (CNO) and subdivides them into three categories: Computer Network Defense (CND), Computer Network Attack (CNA), and Computer Network Exploitation (CNE). These categories are analogous to thinking within China’s PLA. The offensive capabilities of cyber power are CNA and CNE. CNA are destructive, “actions taken through the use of computer networks to disrupt, deny, degrade, or destroy information resident in computers and computer networks or the computers and networks themselves.” The immediate objective of CNA is to deny the enemy the ability to use their computer systems, stored information, and networks as designed or intended. The secondary objective is to affect all those people, systems, or organizations that rely on that information technology, interfering with or denying them the ability to do their jobs.

CNEs are intrusive, involving unauthorized entry into a network, but do not necessarily cause damage. CNEs are “enabling operations and intelligence collection to gather data from automated information systems or networks.” As an enabler, a CNE not only gathers information, but can map networks for future attacks and can leave behind backdoors or malware designed to execute or facilitate an attack. Timothy Thomas, a retired Army intelligence officer and expert on
PRC cyber warfare, believes China’s CNEs are reconnaissance missions: mapping networks, collecting intelligence, looking for system vulnerabilities, and planting programs in U.S. networks. This pre-conflict reconnaissance would give the PLA the advantage in a confrontation with the United States. Thomas believes this behavior reflects an old Chinese stratagem: “A victorious army first wins and then seeks battle. A defeated army first battles and then seeks victory.”

The distinction between cyber attack and cyber exploitation is both technical and a question of intent. According to U.S. Deputy Secretary of Defense William J. Lynn, “There’s no agreed-on definition of what constitutes a cyber attack. It’s really a range of things that can happen – from exploitation and exfiltration of data to degradation of networks to destruction of networks or even physical equipment, physical property.” Nevertheless, in terms of a nation-state using or reacting to a CNE, the distinction is important. CNE is essentially espionage, historically a common tool for nation-states. International law does not address the legality of peacetime espionage and espionage during armed conflict is lawful under the Hague Conventions.

CNE can also support psychological operations, actions intended to influence the emotions, motives, objective reasoning, and behavior of a specific, targeted audience. According to Richard Clarke, former Special Advisor to the President on Cybersecurity, U.S. cyber units infiltrated the secret Iraqi Defense Ministry intranet prior to the 2003 invasion and sent emails to thousands of military officers. The messages are not public record, but provided instructions on how Iraqi units could surrender without being destroyed. Many Iraqi officers followed the instructions, parking their tanks in rows and sending their troops on leave. The combination of the message, probably a reminder of how the United States destroyed the Iraqi Army in 1991, and the medium, penetration of a secret, closed-loop network, had its intended effect. It convinced Iraqi leaders they would not win and thereby took entire Iraqi divisions out of the war without fighting.

Network attacks and system vulnerabilities might also be introduced through the supply chain. CND is generally focused on preventing external infiltration or attack, but networks can be exploited from within by the hardware and software purchased and installed by the
user. A hostile cyber power could access the procurement system and introduce hardware or software equipped with malicious code: back doors for future access, logic bombs to create on demand malfunctions, viruses to infect a network, or kill switches to bring down parts of the network. Deputy Secretary Lynn calls the “risk of compromise in the manufacturing process…very real.”

Introduction of corrupted software or hardware would not be difficult given the large number of subcontractors and vendors who contribute components to end item servers, routers, switches and computers. The co-opting of a single employee in the production line could be enough to tamper with significant components – easier still if the cyber power state has industries that export computer network hardware. Software design, conducted by teams of code writers, could be infiltrated even more easily. Or pirated software, reengineered and inserted into the procurement chain, could carry malicious code into targeted networks.

As with the term ‘cyberspace,’ the terms ‘cyber war’ and ‘cyber warfare’ are widely used without common definition. The U.S. Department of Defense defines cyberspace operations as “the employment of cyber capabilities where the primary purpose is to achieve military objectives or effects in or through cyberspace.” General Keith Alexander, commander of U.S. Cyber Command, stated: “The focus of cyber warfare is on using cyberspace (operating within or through it) to attack personnel, facilities, or equipment with the intent of degrading, neutralizing or destroying enemy combat capability, while protecting our own.” Published articles on the subject agree that nation-states with the capacity for cyber power will fight wars in and through cyberspace.

Cyber war consists of two states fighting only in and through cyberspace, using only computers to attack one another’s networks. Cyber warfare is conducted as part of a larger, traditional war, combined with land, sea, air, space and other elements of national power. Defensively, cyber warriors will attempt to defend their networks from cyber attack. Offensively, the immediate objective in cyber warfare will be to damage or degrade the adversary’s information networks and information technology with the ultimate objective of shaping the overall battlespace. As information technology supports and enables all elements of national power, losing the ability to use national IT
systems will significantly degrade a cyber-dependent state’s ability to coordinate its resources to wage war. Russia’s alleged cyber attack on Estonia is an example of what cyber war might look like. Russia’s 2008 attack on Georgia illustrates cyber warfare as part of a larger conflict.

With cyberspace as a war fighting domain, cyber attacks can damage a nation’s networks and destroy virtual infrastructure, thereby rendering useless the physical infrastructure it enables. In a highly networked nation-state, the list of strategic cyber targets and the possibilities for second- and third-order effects are nearly endless. Attacks on government and military command and control networks could distract and confuse enemy leadership. Attacking transportation and commerce-related networks could impair supply lines and movement of military forces. Attacks on power grids, water and sewage systems, and financial institutions could cause economic and social panic, weakening national cohesion and political will, and further distracting and confusing the government. Attacking media networks could give the attacker the advantage in shaping global perceptions of the conflict.

At the operational and tactical levels of war, a network-centric military could lose its ability to command and control its forces; to access its intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance capabilities; even the ability to target and fire weapons systems.

If cyber power is the ability of a nation-state to establish control and exert influence within and through cyberspace, then China has demonstrated that it is a strong cyber power. Most recently, in April 2010, China Telecom—a PRC-owned Internet service provider—introduced erroneous network traffic routes into the Internet. In an event lasting only 18 minutes, these instructions propagated across the World Wide Web causing foreign Internet service providers to route 15 percent of the world’s Internet traffic through Chinese servers. Affecting 37,000 networks, this re-routing included traffic to and from U.S. government and military sites, including the U.S. Senate, Departments of Defense and Commerce, and others, as well as commercial websites, including Dell, Yahoo!, Microsoft, and IBM.

In its 2010 annual report to Congress, the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission worried that “[t]his level of access could enable surveillance of specific users or sites. It could disrupt a data
transaction and prevent a user from establishing a connection with a site. It could even allow a diversion of data to [a destination] that the user did not intend …. Further, that “control over diverted data could possibly allow a telecommunications firm to compromise the integrity of supposedly secure encrypted sessions.”

While the Commission could not produce definitive evidence that this incident was a deliberate attempt to manipulate foreign Internet traffic, the Commission believes the event demonstrates that China has the ability to do so at will.

For its part, China Telecom denied that it was complicit in hijacking Internet traffic. The PRC foreign ministry responded without directly addressing the Commission’s allegation: “We advise this so-called commission to stop interfering in China’s internal affairs and do more for mutual trust and cooperation between China and the United States.” Historically, China has always denied involvement in any and all incidents of cyberspace intrusion attributed to its citizens, companies, or servers.

China: Objectives, Strategy and Cyber Power

What will China’s government do with their cyber power? U.S. government and think tank studies suggest that China has three primary national security objectives: sustaining regime survival (rule of the Chinese Communist Party [CCP]), defending national sovereignty and territorial integrity, and establishing China as both a regional and world power. Critical to those objectives are sustaining stable economic and social development, modernizing the military, and preventing Taiwan independence. The CCP must maintain a position of national and international strength to sustain China’s security and their legitimacy as China’s ruling body.

While China does not routinely publish documents like the United States’ National Security Strategy, the China’s Information Office of the State Council did release China’s National Defense in 2008, a document which confirms external analysis. The Chinese government sees itself “confronted with long-term, complicated, and diverse security threats and challenges,” including the economic, scientific, technological, and military “superiority of the developed countries,” “strategic maneuvers and containment from the outside,” “disruption and sabotage by
separatist(s),” and the forces of “economic and social transition” causing “many new circumstances and new issues in maintaining social stability.”

The United States is prominent in China’s assessment of threats and challenges, with mistrust dominating the relationship since the creation of the People's Republic in 1949. Politically, survival of the CCP rests on its legitimacy with the Chinese people, embodied by its ability to sustain economic development and prosperity and protect the territorial integrity of China. Any perceived American interference in these two areas can be viewed as a threat to the PRC’s national security. Militarily, the U.S. Department of Defense sees China as a near-peer competitor and is deeply concerned over the PLA’s Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA), a modernization program with the potential to challenge America’s military presence and force projection in the region.

From China’s perspective, they are a rising world power and the United States, as the sole superpower, is both the standard for military technological achievement and China’s principal adversary for regional dominance. China sees the United States trying to ring and contain it with military bases and alliances. It sees U.S. concerns over human rights, particularly concerning groups the CCP sees as subversive or separatist elements, as a means of destabilizing the regime. And the American relationship with and military support for Taiwan poses a threat to national sovereignty and therefore regime legitimacy.

Economically, the United States and China are interdependent. America is China’s main source of modern technology and a major market for exports. China is the second largest holder of U.S. securities and Treasuries, therefore critical to financing the federal deficit. In order to maintain economic and social stability, China projects that its economy must grow by eight percent a year. Some Chinese feel that the United States is actively attempting to stop China’s rise as a major economic power. They worry that the United States will deny them access to resources; manipulate concerns over global warming to drive up production costs and impede industrial growth; or come between China and its Asian trading partners. In America, there is concern over Chinese currency manipulation and its effects on the economy; worry that China would block U.S. participation in Asia-
Pacific economic groups; and general unease about China’s growing presence in Africa and Latin America.\textsuperscript{69}

History weighs heavily on the relationship, going beyond residual Cold War animosity. China and the United States share a sense of national exceptionalism; a sense of uniqueness and entitlement among nations. China’s self-perception is deeply influenced by its ancient history and civilization, predating America by thousands of years. As the world’s oldest nation-state, the inheritors of the Middle Kingdom, they are highly sensitive to criticism or interference from outsiders. Chinese nationalism, and their drive to develop into a world power, is partly fueled by the national memory of China’s victimization and humiliation by Western nations and Japan during the 19\textsuperscript{th} and 20\textsuperscript{th} centuries. The Chinese chafe at thoughts that they are behind or less than any other nation. Nationalistic pride demands that China develop into and be recognized as one of the world’s superpowers.\textsuperscript{70} Herein is a potentially fatal flaw to the U.S.-PRC relationship. Seeing the world through an exceptionalist lens, with each perceiving its own actions as “uniquely virtuous,”\textsuperscript{71} makes it difficult for both America and China to understand and trust one another.

\textit{China’s National Defense in 2008} spells out the PRC’s national military strategy:

\begin{quote}
China pursues a national defense policy which is purely defensive in nature. China places the protection of national sovereignty, security, territorial integrity, safeguarding of the interests of national development, and the interests of the Chinese people above all else. China endeavors to build a fortified national defense and strong military forces compatible with national security and development interests, and enrich the country and strengthen the military while building a moderately prosperous society in all aspects.\textsuperscript{72}
\end{quote}

China’s defense strategic framework includes four major provisions geared toward transforming their military and defense systems. First is the modernization of national defense and the armed forces through “informationization.”\textsuperscript{73} This includes a networked military and development of cyber capabilities. Second is the coordination of national defense spending and economic development, with an emphasis
on ensuring ample resources for the military and dual-use industries and technology. Third is the reform of national defense and the armed forces. This includes science and technology, procurement, research and development, and manufacturing, again stressing integrated defense and civilian dual-purpose industry. Reform also includes an improved “national defense mobilization system.” The fourth provision is “leapfrogging” military science and technology development; that is, bypassing the gradual, developmental path the United States took to build a networked force in order to equal American capabilities by the mid-21st century.

The thinking behind the PRC’s efforts to modernize and reform national defense and defense industry dates to 1991. The PLA was thoroughly impressed with America’s military performance in the Gulf War, seeing the advantage high technology provided over a less developed military. Subsequent military actions in the Balkans, Afghanistan, and Iraq convinced the Chinese that having a networked military was a critical American advantage. These later conflicts also demonstrated that high technology forces could be countered or stymied asymmetrically, by low or high technological means. Overall, the last 20 years of American military experience spurred and helped shape the PRC’s RMA with Chinese characteristics: informationization of the military, development of asymmetric capabilities, and support of the RMA by the technological-industrial base.

One of the first, open-source indications of China’s thinking was the 1999 book *Unrestricted Warfare*, authored by two senior PLA colonels, Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsui. Impressed with American military technological capabilities and concerned about China’s ability to catch up, Qiao and Wang looked at developments in technology, warfare, and the effects of globalization. They argued that it was possible for state and non-state actors to fight a technologically superior opponent asymmetrically. Non-war actions, taken off the actual battlefield, may be more important to winning a conflict than military weapons. The title *Unrestricted Warfare* suggests that future warfare employ asymmetric attacks on all elements of national power – economic, political, information, and military – as a means to deter, intimidate, or defeat a militarily superior enemy. Instead of trying to match
American military strength, China could target America’s weaknesses, in particular, its reliance on information technology and satellites.78

Whether Unrestricted Warfare reflected Chinese thinking or inspired it, China has worked steadily towards creating a modern, informationized force, capable of joint network-centric operations and fighting in and through cyberspace. China down-sized its military twice in the 1990s, while mechanizing and informationizing it, creating a flatter organization supported by information technology for command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR). The PLA has revised doctrine, education and training to support a networked, high-technology enabled force.79 Its goal is to convert from a mass army to a smaller, more capable military which can win “local wars under conditions of informationization”;80 a force capable of joint operations which can win against a high technology enemy in modern warfare near its national borders – and potentially beyond. Under RMA, with increased emphasis on a communications network linking all services as well as joint training, modernization of equipment, and the acquisition of power projection platforms, the Chinese military is developing a regional defense capability.81

The RMA includes strong emphasis on information warfare and information dominance with a goal to establish control of an adversary’s information flow, while denying or degrading the enemy’s ability to transmit, receive, access or use information.82 In February 2007, China National Defense News defined cyber warfare as a “use of network technology and methods to struggle for an information advantage in the fields of politics, economics, military affairs, and technology,” including a “series of actions like network surveillance, network attack, network defense, and network support,” with the goal of establishing network control.83 The PLA developed an approach called Integrated Network Electronic Warfare (INEW) that combines computer network tools and electronic warfare against an adversary’s information systems. Under INEW, the PLA would conduct a coordinated combination of computer network and electronic warfare attacks on adversary C4ISR and supporting networks to deny enemy access to information systems used during support combat operations.84
To support INEW strategy, the PLA is actively recruiting technical experts to develop and improve cyber warfare capabilities. The PLA has established at least three cyber warfare training centers for selected members of its officer corps: the Communications Command Academy, Wuhan; the Information Engineering University, Zhengzhou; and the National Defense Science and Technology University, Changsha. Course curriculum and officer training includes radar technology and electronic countermeasures, cyber warfare rules and regulations, cyber warfare strategy and tactics, computer virus attacks and counterattacks, and jamming and counter-jamming of communications networks. Between October 1997 and July 2000, the PLA conducted multiple army and military region cyber warfare training exercises, with cyber detachments conducting CND and CNA against one another. Their tactics and techniques included “conducting information reconnaissance, planting information mines, changing network data, releasing information bombs, dumping information garbage, disseminating propaganda, applying information deception, releasing clone information, organizing information defense, and establishing network spy stations.”

At the 2003 National People’s Congress, the PLA announced it was activating information warfare units equipped to conduct network warfare and incorporating these units in all PLA armies. Given the 1997-2000 training exercises, this announcement may have been belated; other reports indicate that the PLA had computer warfare units in three military regions as early as 2001. In July 2010, the People’s Liberation Army Daily announced the creation of the PLA’s Information Security Base, co-located with the General Staff Department, to improve Chinese cyber security and strengthen cyber infrastructure. China’s Global Times quoted a General Staff officer who said, “…our army is strengthening its capacity and is developing potential military officers to tackle information-based warfare.”

In keeping with Mao’s doctrine of The People’s War, the mass mobilization of citizens for war, the PRC’s cyber warfare strategy includes incorporating already skilled computer network operators into the reserves and militia. As stated in China’s National Defense in 2008, “Importance has been attached to establishing militia
organizations in emerging enterprises and high-tech industries to increase the technology content of the militia force.” Given China’s growing computer industry, this creates thousands of prospective recruits. Militia cyber warfare units have been established in several cities and these units are trained in a variety of tasks including CNA, CND, psychological warfare, and deception operations. The PLA not only recruits information technology workers and academics, they also establish militia units within civilian telecommunications and IT companies. For example, between 2003 and 2006, the Guangzhou Military Region established four Militia Information Technology battalions in local firms using the companies’ personnel, financial resources and equipment. This gave the PLA use of an already skilled work force and the companies’ infrastructure: their computers, network connections, and new software applications. Potentially, this militia-industry collusion could give the PLA access to any company doing business with militarized telecommunications or IT firms, through the company networks or through products developed by the company.

Hackers also play a role in The People’s War. Major General (retired) Dai Qingmin, formerly director of the PLA Communication Department of the General Staff and responsible for information warfare, believed that information warfare made all Chinese with computer skills a potential “auxiliary information fighting force.” How fully Chinese hackers and hacker communities are integrated into the PRC’s cyber warfare strategy is unknown. Chinese hackers have attacked Taiwanese, Japanese, and American websites on multiple occasions. As with the Russian denial of service attacks on Estonia and Georgia, the PRC could make use of patriotic ‘hacktivists’ to support national objectives while maintaining plausible deniability.

There is evidence of collusion between the PLA, Chinese industry, and hackers. The PLA hosts hacking competitions to encourage hackers to develop CNE techniques and software. Some intrusions into U.S. networks were made using software and tools developed by Chinese ‘black hat’ programmers. Chinese IT companies who support the PLA have hired hackers. The degree to which the PRC can trust or control the hacker community is unknown. While China controls the state’s computer networks, hackers tend to be independent.
Their online activism could as easily embarrass the CCP as support its interests. And the CCP worries that hacktivism could be turned against the Party.\textsuperscript{100} China’s repeated strengthening of its domestic anti-hacking laws indicates CCP concern over its ability to control its hacker population.\textsuperscript{101}

The PLA’s concept for information dominance includes kinetic strikes against information systems to augment INEW attacks. Space-based information systems are critical for network-centric nations and the PLA is therefore developing counter-space, information warfare weapons systems, including anti-satellite (ASAT) missiles, lasers, microwave systems, direct energy weapons (DEW), jammers and electromagnetic pulse (EMP) weapons.\textsuperscript{102} In 2006, China blinded a U.S. optoelectronic reconnaissance satellite using a ground-based anti-satellite laser. In 2007, China tested a kinetic ASAT missile, using it to destroy a non-operational PRC weather satellite. The ASAT test showed that China can destroy low-earth orbit satellites and the DEW capability allows them to incapacitate a satellite’s sensors without actually destroying it.\textsuperscript{103}

The U.S. military depends on satellites for many critical functions: ground, air, and naval navigation, surveillance and reconnaissance, targeting precision strike weapons, early warning, and communications. Communications extend from the Pentagon to forward-based units and ships as well as logistics and transportation support, at home and abroad. During the 2003 invasion of Iraq, at peak use, the U.S. military sent and received roughly three billion bits per second of information via satellites. America’s communications, global positioning, weather, and reconnaissance satellites are a critical part of network-centric warfare.\textsuperscript{104} With anti-satellite weapons in play, this reliance on satellites becomes a significant vulnerability.

China’s defense policy calls for the “coordinated development of economy and national defense,” making “national defense building an organic part of its social and economic development.”\textsuperscript{105} From the 1950s through the early 1980s, China’s defense industry was a wholly-owned government enterprise. The PRC initiated defense industry conversion, selling some of its military industry and allowing private Chinese enterprises to bid for contracts. At first this caused a brain drain, with employees of formerly state-owned industries moving
to the private sector. This trend reversed in the early 2000s with heavy government investment in research and development (R&D). By 2008, China was second only to America in R&D investment. This defense industry conversion spurred development of dual-use technologies, creating an integrated system of collaboration between defense, industry, universities, and research institutes. This serves three purposes: self-sufficiency in defense-related industry, improving China’s overall military capabilities, and advancing economic development and prosperity.\textsuperscript{106} According to the \textit{2010 Report to Congress of the US-China Economic and Security Review Commission}, this approach seems to be working:

\begin{quote}
\textit{China’s defense industry has benefited from integration with China’s rapidly expanding civilian economy and science and technology sector, particularly elements that have access to foreign technology. Progress within individual defense sectors appears to be linked to the relative integration of each into the global production and research and development chain. For example, the shipbuilding and defense electronics sectors, benefiting from China’s leading role in producing commercial shipping and information technologies, have witnessed the greatest progress over the last decade.}\textsuperscript{107}
\end{quote}

Foreign technology acquisition is a key part of China’s dual-use industry growth and helps them to “leapfrog development.”\textsuperscript{108} Foreign technology transfer allows China to skip years of expensive research and development, eroding the advantages foreign companies and militaries possess. The 2010 report to Congress states: “This network of commercial and government-affiliated companies and research institutes often enables the PLA to gain access to sensitive and dual-use technologies or knowledgeable experts under the guise of civilian research and development.”\textsuperscript{109}

One means for technology transfer is through joint ventures, which China routinely insists on for foreign entry to its markets. With one billion potential customers, European and American companies would rather enter a joint venture than miss an opportunity for profit. Airbus established a joint venture for its A320 aircraft, giving China insight into advanced aeronautics.\textsuperscript{110} Joint ventures with U.S. Lucent Technologies and France’s Alcatel enabled China to create a domestic fiber optics
industry, allowing the PLA to create advanced Command, Control, Communications, Computers and Intelligence (C4I) networks, sensors in sonar arrays, local area networks in warships, and precision guided munitions.\textsuperscript{111} China has four defense-related corporations participating in the European Union’s Galileo Project, a system of navigation satellites. This will facilitate R&D for its own dual-use satellite program, potentially including precision strike capability and enhanced C4I.\textsuperscript{112} Cisco Systems, a major supplier of U.S. government IT equipment, and Microsoft Corporation have each established R&D and manufacturing partnerships with China.\textsuperscript{113}

Some of China’s foreign technology acquisitions are less overt and less legal. Globally, multiple acts of computer network industrial espionage have originated from China. As with joint venture technology transfers, CNE of government, research, and business networks provides new technology and information without the investment of time and R&D money. In keeping with ‘coordinated development of economy and national defense,’ CNE benefits both the PLA and the Chinese economy.\textsuperscript{114} Terabytes of information were taken during Titan Rain and the infiltration of Lockheed Martin’s F-35 fighter program.\textsuperscript{115} In 2009, Google executives were targeted in a spearfishing attack from China.\textsuperscript{116} When the attack was traced back to the server, Google found copies of proprietary information from Google, Adobe, Dow Chemical, Northrop-Grumman and other U.S. companies.\textsuperscript{117}

Foreign joint ventures also have potential to enable future CNE and CNA. China has repeatedly reverse-engineered hardware and software acquired from foreign companies in violation of copyrights, patents, and intellectual property rights.\textsuperscript{118} This makes ventures between the PRC and companies like Cisco and Microsoft a potential threat to the U.S. government’s IT supply chain. After Cisco began manufacturing routers in China, counterfeit Cisco products began appearing in world markets. In 2007, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) indicted the owners of Syren Technology for selling counterfeit Cisco routers, switches, gigabit interface converters and wide area network (WAN) interface cards procured from Chinese suppliers. Syren’s customers included the U.S. Naval Academy, U.S. Naval Air Warfare Center, U.S. Naval Undersea Warfare Center, the U.S. Spangdahlem Air Base, and
the General Services Administration. An FBI briefing on the subject called it an “IT subversion/supply chain attack” that could “cause immediate or premature system failure during usage” or allow “access to otherwise secure systems” and “weaken cryptographic systems.”

In order to sell products to the Chinese government, in 2003 Microsoft allowed the PRC to look at the fundamental source code for its Windows operating system, something Microsoft had never allowed a customer to do. Further, to allay China’s fears that the U.S. government might use Windows to spy on the PRC, Microsoft allowed the Chinese to substitute their own cryptographic software for portions of the MS code, another first for Microsoft. With the source code, China may be able to identify or create vulnerabilities in networks through the Windows operating system. Conversely, their modified version of Windows would make it harder for someone familiar with Windows to hack into their network systems.

In the future, China will have even less trouble acquiring access to advanced information technology. In 2008, the Chinese government announced a new certification process for imported information technology security products. Foreign vendors will have to provide complete details on how their products work to the Certification and Accreditation Administration and the General Administration of Quality Supervision, both PRC-run testing laboratories. Disclosure requirements cover thirteen categories of hardware and software, including encryption algorithms, software source codes, secure operating and database systems, and intrusion detection systems. Not only does this information include sensitive and proprietary trade secrets, these details will allow the Chinese to copy hardware and software and create means to circumvent these security systems. After negative reaction from vendor nations, China delayed implementation of the requirements until May 2010 and applies them only to information technology sold to the PRC government – which is the largest IT market in China and primary proponent for economic and military development.

The U.S. military and government use Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) purchasing, from suppliers like Microsoft and Cisco, for most of the information technology used in administrative and combat
systems. This reduces costs and enables interoperability across military services. It also introduces vulnerabilities inherent in the software and hardware into both unclassified and classified computer networks. As the vendors who supply the government increasingly outsource software programming and hardware production to foreign countries, the risk that someone might intentionally introduce a vulnerability grows significantly greater.

China, seeking information dominance, would have serious incentive to use its IT industry to create system vulnerabilities, and may have done so already. In 2007, Taiwan’s government claimed that Chinese subcontractors had implanted malware in computer hard drives assembled in Thailand. When connected to the Internet, this malware would transmit information from the computers to Beijing. In 2010, India temporarily banned imported Chinese telecommunications equipment. The Indian government had concerns that the equipment might contain spyware which would allow PRC intelligence agencies to access Indian networks. The ban specifically cited the Chinese IT companies Huawei and ZTE, major suppliers for the PLA, and went into effect shortly after media reports that Chinese hackers had broken into Indian government computer networks.

Recalling the PRC’s national objectives – regime survival, national sovereignty and territorial integrity, and world power status – and considering their belief that America intends to contain China, how will China use its cyber power vis-à-vis the United States? Most likely, they will try to deter American involvement in China’s vital interests. Again, from China’s National Defense in 2008:

This guideline lays stress on deterring crises and wars. It works for close coordination between military struggle and political, diplomatic, economic, cultural and legal endeavors, strives to foster a favorable security environment, and takes the initiative to prevent and defuse crises, and deter conflicts and wars. It strictly adheres to a position of self-defense, exercises prudence in the use of force, seeks to effectively control war situations, and strives to reduce the risks and costs of war. It calls for the building of a lean and effective deterrent force and the flexible use of different means of deterrence.
As early as 1996, PLA publications on information warfare (IW) discussed the use of IW for strategic deterrence. In 2007, Major General Li Deyi, Deputy Chair of the Department of Warfare Theory and Strategic Research, PLA Academy of Military Science, stated: “Information deterrence…are new modes of strategic thought and are important new deterrent forces, along with nuclear deterrence, in achieving national strategic objectives.” Other Chinese publications have echoed this idea and Western experts see this as a trend.

Brian Mazanec, an SRA International senior intelligence analyst, argues that “China’s interest in…cyber warfare begins with deterrence.” Mazanec believes the PRC plans to use the threat of cyber power to deter the United States from interfering with China’s national objectives, both as a counterforce weapon targeting military networks and for countervalue targeting against civilian infrastructure. James Mulvenon, Director of Defense Group, Incorporated’s Center for Intelligence Research and Analysis, concurs. Mulvenon states that the PLA sees computer network attack as the “spearpoint of deterrence,” an inexpensive, long-range means to strike the United States, with the added advantage of plausible deniability and limited physical damage. Bryan Krekel, Manager of the Cyber Threat Analysis and Intelligence Team at Northrop-Grumman, also agrees. He states that the Chinese see the non-lethal nature of cyber attacks as a key feature to strategic deterrence, analogous to nuclear deterrence. Krekel maintains that the PLA sees CNA weapons as “bloodless,” capable of causing strategic level effects, but creating fewer casualties than kinetic weapons.

The aim of deterrence is to discourage an opponent from starting or continuing a conflict by convincing him that he has more to lose by fighting than by standing down. While there are many variations on deterrence theory, most agree that deterrence requires at least four components. First, a denial or defensive capability, the means to prevent or frustrate an enemy’s attack. Second, a punishment or offensive capability, the means to penalize the enemy if he does attack. Third, credibility, the enemy’s belief that the actor has offensive and defensive means. Finally, a deterrent declaration, a public statement of intent or demonstration of the ability to use those capabilities.
Cyber deterrence is consistent with China’s military strategy and the concept of informationized warfare. The PRC has demonstrated that it has an offensive capability and the infrastructure and internal controls for a credible defense. As to a deterrent declaration, Dr. Abram Shulsky, former Special Assistant to the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy, wrote that “The Chinese concept of deterrence...seems to depend more on the cumulative effect of past actions than on specific threats about the future.” If Shulsky is correct, the PRC may consider the many PLA articles on information and cyber warfare, combined with known Chinese network infiltrations and its anti-satellite weapons tests, as ample deterrent declaration and demonstration.

Would China risk a cyber attack on America, given U.S. military capabilities and Sino-American economic interdependence? While the two states have many conflicting interests, Taiwan is one place where the United States and China face the real possibility of military conflict. For the CCP, Taiwan's independence is an issue of national pride and sovereignty, therefore a question of CCP legitimacy and regime survival. Faced to choose between losing Taiwan or suffering a military defeat to the United States in a conventional war, a cyber attack to deter American support for Taiwan might be a viable option for the CCP.

China could conduct operational-level cyber attacks against U.S. forces in the Pacific, to delay or degrade their ability to mobilize and move forces to assist Taiwan. China could also conduct strategic attacks on American government and civilian networks, disrupting civilian command and control or critical infrastructure, to coerce U.S. capitulation. Without causing much lasting physical destruction, the PLA could undermine America's military means and will to support Taiwan. For PRC cyber units, the United States is both a soft target and a target rich environment.

**American Cyber Dependency and Cyber Defense**

In the United States, cyberspace has become vital in all sectors of society – government, commerce, academia, and private life – serving as the preferred medium for communication and distribution of information. The Internet supports hundreds of billions of dollars of
business transactions each year as well as critical infrastructure and services such as the electric power grid, water and sewage systems, health care, law enforcement, and emergency response services. Information technology is an enabler for almost everything the U.S. government does: communication and information sharing; research and development; collaboration with educational institutions and the private sector; command and control of military forces; provisioning, sharing, and storing of intelligence; and logistical, managerial, and administrative support work.\textsuperscript{138}

The U.S. military is particularly cyber dependent, relying on a global network of 15,000 local area networks and 7 million computers connected by over 100,000 telecommunication circuits, spread across bases worldwide. These networks store and transmit unclassified, secret, and top secret information enabling everything from administration to combat operations.\textsuperscript{139} The U.S. government’s computerized and networked infrastructure may give it advantages in knowledge management over opponents and competitors; however, this reliance on cyberspace creates exploitable vulnerabilities. The widespread use of IT and networked computers has evolved into a U.S. strategic center of gravity, with the potential to allow adversaries to gain knowledge of plans, capabilities, and operations; deny or degrade communications; and disrupt civil infrastructure and economy.\textsuperscript{140}

While the government operates on internal networks, the connections between those networks ride on the ‘backbone’ of the civilian Internet. Privately owned telecommunications companies are the Internet service providers. They own and operate most of America’s cyber infrastructure— that is, the cables, servers, routers, and switches that connect cyberspace. The same is true for the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems that run America’s physical infrastructure: power, water, and communications. SCADA control functions are intranets, but are usually connected to the global Internet. In terms of security and government oversight, America’s cyber infrastructure is largely unregulated and unmonitored.\textsuperscript{141} President Barrack Obama took note of this in 2009:

\textit{No single official oversees cybersecurity policy across the federal government, and no single agency has the responsibility or authority}
to match the scope and scale of the challenge. When it comes to cybersecurity, federal agencies have overlapping missions and don’t coordinate and communicate nearly as well as they should – with each other or with the private sector.\textsuperscript{142}

This is not a new problem. In 1997, the Department of Defense conducted \textit{Eligible Receiver}, a cyber vulnerability exercise wherein a 35 person team from the National Security Agency (NSA) simulated a cyber attack on the United States. Using only hacking tools available on the Internet, in two weeks the NSA team broke into power grids and emergency response systems in nine American cities. They also gained access to 36 Department of Defense (DOD) internal networks, sending fake message traffic which spread confusion and distrust through the chain of command. In 1999, the \textit{Zenith Star} exercise achieved similar results. NSA personnel cracked the SCADA systems controlling electric power to U.S. military bases and then overwhelmed local 911 emergency systems with a denial of service attack. Both exercises demonstrated that a few hackers can turn off power grids, prevent emergency service response, and impede civilian and military command and control.\textsuperscript{143}

A systematic cyber attack could significantly damage multiple sectors of the American economy and civil infrastructure. An attack on the banking system could cause economic panic, causing runs on banks and crashing the stock market. An IT security company estimated that a one-day, focused attack on American credit card companies could cost $35 billion. Attacks on the power grid could shut down electricity to cities or whole regions: no lights, no telephone service, and no emergency services. A cyber attack on water systems could make entire cities uninhabitable or open dams causing flooding in areas downriver. The \textit{ILOVEYOU} virus, launched by a single hacker in May 2000, damaged thousands of computer files costing Americans more than $4 billion.\textsuperscript{144} A 2007 report by the U.S. Cyber Consequences Unit projected that a full scale critical infrastructure cyber attack could cost $700 billion.\textsuperscript{145}

Infrastructure cyber attacks would interfere with local, state, and federal authorities’ ability to respond to the emergency. Their situational awareness would be limited by the lack of power and Internet service.
They would be unable to talk internally or with each other to coordinate response. Under such circumstances, America’s ability to respond to a crisis elsewhere in the world would be negligible. General James Cartwright, then Commander of U.S. Strategic Command, stated that China has conducted the kind of computer network reconnaissance and mapping of government and private networks necessary to conduct such attacks and has the ability to cripple critical infrastructure and military command and control.

The U.S. government is aware that America as a whole is vulnerable to cyber exploitation and attack, but response has been slow and inadequate. President Barrack Obama has, perhaps, a personal interest in cyber security. During his presidential campaign, the FBI informed then-Senator Obama that his campaign’s computers had been hacked in an intrusion originating from China. In early 2009, the Obama Administration began a review of the Bush Administration’s cyber security policies, 90 days later publishing the *Cyberspace Policy Review (CPR)* and a 12-point summary of the still-classified *Comprehensive National Cybersecurity Initiative (CNCI)* begun by the Bush Administration.

The *CPR* addresses a wide range of cyber security concerns in very broad terms: restructuring federal bureaucracy, enhancing public education, coordinating departmental policies and expertise, fostering government-private sector cooperation, building coordinated response capabilities, and working with the international community. The 12-points of *CNCI* are more of the same. Combined, the *CPR* and the *CNCI* are essentially plans for a plan, an outline of the many actions that must be taken to eventually build national cyber security. They emphasize some critical points for cyber defense such as hardening government networks and critical infrastructure as well as securing the national information technology supply chain. But even as a plan for a plan, do they address the need?

Richard Clarke, formerly the Bush Administration’s Special Advisor to the President on Cybersecurity, provides a harsh critique: “President Obama’s *CNCI* is President Bush’s *CNCI*, redux....It added a military Cyber Command, but not a cyber war strategy, not a major policy or program to defend the private sector, nothing to initiate international
dialogue on cyber war.”

A year after the release of CPR, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) released a report that seems to concur with Clarke’s assessment:

…according to the President’s Cyberspace Policy Review, the cybersecurity policy official should lead specific near-term international goals and objectives; however, it does not further articulate either the specific supporting activities or time frames in which to accomplish this or other objectives. Officials from the Departments of State and Defense stated that, as called for by the President’s Cyberspace Policy Review, an effort is currently under way to develop an international strategy for cyberspace. However, we have not seen any evidence of such activities and, thus, were unable to determine what progress, if any, has been made towards accomplishing this goal. In addition, in March 2010, we reported that the federal government lacked a formal strategy for coordinating outreach to international partners for the purposes of standards setting, law enforcement, and information-sharing. Unless agency and White House officials follow a comprehensive strategy that clearly articulates overarching goals, subordinate objectives, specific activities, performance metrics, and reasonable time frames to achieve results, the Congress and the American public will be ill-equipped to assess how, if at all, federal efforts to address the global aspects of cyberspace ultimately support U.S. national security, economic, and other interests.

Two federal entities bear principal responsibility for U.S. government cybersecurity, the DOD's U.S. Cyber Command (CYBERCOM) and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). CYBERCOM’s mission is, “to direct the operations and defense of specified Department of Defense information networks and; prepare to, and when directed, conduct full-spectrum military cyberspace operations in order to enable actions in all domains, ensure U.S./Allied freedom of action in cyberspace and deny the same to our adversaries.” CYBERCOM coordinates defense of the military part of the Internet, the ‘.mil domain,’ and conducts offensive computer network operations as ordered. CYBERCOM does not control the DOD’s network infrastructure or supply chain. The Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA), a DOD support agency,
is responsible for acquisition, operation, control, and maintenance of DOD’s information networks and individual services manage their own.\textsuperscript{155} CYBERCOM has no authority to defend the government (.gov), or civilian (commonly referred to as the “.com”)\textsuperscript{156} domains. While it can provide support to civilian authorities, actively defending the civilian domains would require an order from the President.\textsuperscript{157} Deputy Secretary of Defense Lynn states that CYBERCOM will work with other government agencies, citing as evidence the presence of FBI, DHS, intelligence community, and Justice Department liaisons at CYBERCOM’s headquarters.\textsuperscript{158}

DHS is responsible to lead and coordinate protection, defense and response to cyber threats and vulnerabilities for the Federal Executive Branch networks. ‘Coordinate’ is the operative word; for the most part, DHS relies on inter-governmental cooperation to effect cyber security. DHS operates the National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center (NCCIC), directs the U.S. Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT), and has the authority to establish technical operational standards for .gov networks. However, most government agencies within the federal framework have their own internal networks and operating authorities. As with the DOD’s four services, each federal office has responsibility for securing and defending their own networks and information infrastructure.\textsuperscript{159}

DHS also has the lead for coordinating efforts to protect the civilian domain. This includes preventing damage before an attack and restoring systems afterwards; the latter if there is a declaration of a federal emergency. DHS is the focal point for federal, state, local and private sector cyber security synchronization and cooperation – which is not the same as actually protecting the .com domain.\textsuperscript{160} While admitting that civilian networks are targeted by foreign states, Deputy Secretary of Defense Lynn states that, “The U.S. government has only just begun to broach the larger question of whether it is necessary and appropriate to use national resources, such as the defenses that now guard military networks, to protect civilian infrastructure.”\textsuperscript{161} In fact, there is no federal agency tasked with defense of the .com domain; those privately owned networks which include Internet service and critical infrastructure.
Private sector industries and enterprises are not without cyber security, but their systems are designed to prevent cyber crime, vice defend against a state-sponsored cyber attack. Companies apply best practice business standards to create the level of security their business requires. From a private sector perspective, security is their responsibility, defense is a government responsibility. DHS can work with the private sector through organizations like the Multi-State Information Sharing and Analysis Centers, but DHS cannot mandate security or conduct active security operations for the private, state, and local sectors.162

The federal government works with defense industries to implement additional safeguards, as part of contracted work, but has not mandated requirements for private sector cyber defense.163 In a speech announcing the updated CNCI, President Obama stated that the government would not attempt to regulate cyber security for private companies, opting instead to work through public and private sector partnerships.164 Nascent partnerships such as the Enduring Security Framework, where executive officers and technology officers for information technology and defense companies meet with DHS and DOD, are the government’s primary method for encouraging better national cyber defense.165

DHS and DOD have their assigned spheres for defense, which leave vulnerable seams between the .gov and .mil domains, and neither department truly defends the private domains. In 2010, Defense Secretary Gates and DHS Secretary Napolitano signed the Memorandum of Agreement Regarding Cybersecurity to improve cooperation. They created a Joint Coordination Element to coordinate and deconflict between DHS and NSA; put an NSA Cryptologic Services Group and a CYBERCOM Support Element at the DHS NCCIC to support the National Cyber Incident Response Plan;166 and sent DHS personnel to work in the NSA Threat Operations Center (NTOC) for coordination and synchronization.167 Gates and Napolitano see this as a means to “enhance operational coordination and joint program planning,” so they can “work together to protect our nation’s cyber networks and critical infrastructure,” and they, “hope that this would drive more rapid collaboration.”168

‘Hope’ is not a strategy for defense. Two years after the Cyberspace Policy Review, the government remains fragmented with federal agencies still
negotiating over who is responsible and who has authority. Despite DHS and DOD collaboration and appointment of the Presidential Cybersecurity Coordinator,\textsuperscript{169} there is still no central authority for governmental or national cyber defense. In addition to DHS and DOD, the Office of Management and Budget – through its Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) oversight authority – and the Justice Department – with its cybercrime prevention and investigation duties – each have cyber security roles, capabilities, and authorities. Each federal department and agency retains its own networks, IT budgets, and authorities.\textsuperscript{170} Deputy Secretary of Defense Lynn states that, “Given the dominance of offense in cyberspace, U.S. defenses need to be dynamic. Milliseconds can make a difference, so the United States military must respond to attacks as they happen or even before they arrive.”\textsuperscript{171} But according to the Government Accountability Office, U.S. defenses are anything but ‘dynamic’:

\textit{Federal agencies have not demonstrated an ability to coordinate their activities and project clear policies on a consistent basis. Multiple DOD officials stated that relationships among a small number of government officials – rather than a formal interagency mechanism – remain a primary means by which agencies avoid policy conflicts.}\textsuperscript{172}

Contrast America’s position with that of the PRC. The PRC has worked to create an integrated national cyber strategy, coordinating the actions and infrastructure of government, military, industry and education. They established a centralized PLA Information Security Base, whose stated role is cyber defense, within their General Staff headquarters and in close proximity to the nation’s decision makers.\textsuperscript{173} China’s national networks are much like a national intranet, subdivided for government, commercial/private, and academic uses. The PRC owns the physical infrastructure, directly or in partnership with private enterprise, and controls the national gateways to the global Internet. China also has a well-developed content-filtering system, sometimes called the “Great Cyber Wall of China.” In effect, the PRC has the ability to monitor and control information passing in and out of China’s networks or shut off the flow of data completely.\textsuperscript{174}
The primary purpose of this control is censorship; limiting Chinese citizens’ exposure to “bourgeois-liberal” and “anti-socialist ideas.” However, combined with intrusion detection monitoring, China’s gateways form a first line of government-controlled defense. Where the U.S. government declines to regulate security, the PRC mandates and enforces Internet security measures, to include regulation on hardware and software. China has even developed its own operating system, Kylin, based on the FreeBSD open source system. Used by the PLA, Kylin may be more secure than the Microsoft operating systems used in America. And cyber weapons designed for Linux, UNIX, and Windows-based systems may not work against Kylin.

It seems certain that the PRC has developed a ready-to-use offensive cyber capability and a state-wide defensive structure, two of the key components to a cyber deterrence strategy. In contrast, the United States appears to be at a significant disadvantage, its infrastructure vulnerabilities publicly documented and probably mapped through PLA computer network exploitation. If the People’s Republic of China is already a cyber power, able to deter or potentially defeat the United States through cyberspace, what are America’s options?

Ways Ahead for American Cyber Security

At the 2009 Black Hat Conference, an information technology and security forum, the conference organizer held a special session with “experienced ethical-hackers, former government officials, current bureaucrats, chief security officers in major corporations, academics and senior IT company officials.” They listed five things the Obama Administration should do to secure cyberspace:

1. Put Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) back to work on research and development, allowing the government to protect its IT supply chain.

2. Pursue federal cyber security regulation, vice coordination and partnership, to include regulating major Internet service providers.

3. Focus on resilience – recovery from attacks, vice attribution.
4. Protect critical infrastructure: do not allow utility networks to have direct Internet connections.

5. Develop and empower appropriate leadership.\textsuperscript{179}

The Black Hat attendees recognized that truly comprehensive cyber security requires significant action. President Obama's revised \textit{CNCI} initiatives contain many of the measures America must take to close the gaps between Chinese capabilities and U.S. vulnerabilities: improved government sector defense, public-private sector involvement, and mass education.\textsuperscript{180} However, this list of twelve initiatives is barely a starting point. Its primary flaw: the \textit{CNCI} strategy is too \textit{laissez-faire}. In trying to balance federal leadership with federal intervention, \textit{CNCI} perpetuates network critical vulnerabilities. Americans have been complacent and willing to accept the steady-state condition of technological vulnerability and insecurity. Comprehensive network security and defense requires a stronger federal government effort. The United States needs a dramatic change in national cyber strategy to include federal prioritization of cyber defense, legislated or regulated improvements in government and critical infrastructure network security, bilateral discussions with the People’s Republic, and an international effort to regulate cyberspace.

Cyber security and defense must be a matter of national security and national defense. National security includes protecting territorial sovereignty and the preferred method of defense is to fight battles away from American soil.\textsuperscript{181} American territory now includes its Internet infrastructure and cyber warfare is fought on, within, and through that infrastructure.\textsuperscript{182} As government, critical infrastructure, and emergency services are dependent on the Internet, cyberspace cannot be left to the vagaries of public-private sector cooperation and partnership. Attempting to apply best business practices on a national scale is inadequate to the task. Defense requires a new way of thinking about cyber infrastructure security and an approach similar to the way in which the federal government oversees airport security, but broader in scope. Such action will likely be unpopular, requiring strong will and leadership by the national executive.
Responsibility and authority for national cyber defense should be fixed with one federal agency. The GAO found at least eight federal departments with responsibilities for securing parts of American cyberspace, to include policy-making, standards and procurement, law enforcement, and representing U.S. interests with foreign governments. The United States needs a single office with the overall responsibility for and authority to compel interagency coordination and action. Just as the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) was created to oversee and direct implementation of the National Intelligence Program, an Office of National Cybersecurity should be created to oversee and direct all agencies involved in cyber defense. The director should be a Cabinet-level post with authority for government, military, and civil cyber defense. This office would include coordinating authority over all federal offices involved in cyber security, cyber defense, cyber crime, regulation, federal equipment standards and procurement to ensure integrated and coordinated efforts. This would better fulfill the first part of CNCI Initiative #1, “manage the Federal Enterprise Network as a single network enterprise.” Until the U.S. government’s internal organizational challenges are resolved, “the United States will be at a disadvantage in promoting its national interests in the realm of cyberspace.”

The first task for the ‘Director of National Cybersecurity’ would be to harden American cyber defenses. The first step in deterrence is denying adversary access to the network; in terms of his cost-benefit analysis, we should make exploitation efforts too costly. CNCI has a start on this with Initiative #2, “Deploy an intrusion detection system of sensors across the Federal enterprise.” DHS will employ the EINSTEIN series across federal networks. NSA computer programs, EINSTEIN 2 and EINSTEIN 3, use threat signatures to detect malicious traffic and activity entering and leaving networks. Both systems send automated alerts to the U.S. CERT, for situational awareness and to shorten notification and reaction time. However, this system could be improved by the incorporation of content monitoring. Rather than looking for malicious threat signatures, content monitoring scans Internet traffic for sensitive content, thus preventing exfiltration of classified or sensitive information. By searching for keywords, content monitoring can stop and quarantine unauthorized or unencrypted
traffic before it leaves the network. The drawback to both systems is the controversy with advocacy groups concerning the protection of individual rights and privacy.

CNCI Initiative #1 also seeks “Trusted Internet Connections” for the Federal Enterprise Network. Ideally, this would limit the number of gateways through which traffic enters and leaves the total federal network and allow EINSTEIN to more easily monitor for malware. A better method would be to disconnect federal networks from the commercial Internet, creating a federal intranet for all internal government work. Based on duty requirements, many U.S. government offices will still require access to the commercial Internet; however, transfer of data from the Internet to the federal intranet could be limited to specific workstations controlled by systems administrators. While this would inconvenience federal workers, it would negate direct CNE from the Internet to government networks. Work hours lost due to restricted Internet access might actually be recouped by preventing employees from surfing the Internet for personal reasons during work hours.

General Keith Alexander, commander of CYBERCOM and Director, NSA, has proposed creation of a “secure, protected zone,” similar in function to the DOD’s Secret Internet Protocol Router Network (SIPRNet), but for unclassified work. CNCI Initiative 7, “Increase the security of our classified networks,” misses the fact that security breaches are on unclassified networks. General Alexander’s secure-but-unclassified network would use the Internet’s infrastructure, but without direct connection to the commercial Internet. This would prevent transfer of data between the two, but allow communication between authorized users. Alexander would go beyond defense of the .mil and .gov domains; he would include critical infrastructure – commercial aviation, utilities, and emergency services – as part of this secured zone.

Most of America’s critical infrastructure and the information technology systems that run them are privately owned. Their cyber security is geared towards preventing cyber crime, not external exploitation or control of their supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems. In most cases SCADA networks started as intranets; power companies, for example, linking the computers which control and distribute electricity. As Internet use grew, for convenience and efficiency, these
networks were linked to the rest of the company network and hence to the commercial Internet.197

These connections make critical infrastructure vulnerable and America’s potential adversaries know it. In 2009, a graduate engineering student at China’s Dalian University published in an international journal a paper entitled, “Cascade-Based Attack Vulnerability on the U.S. Power Grid.” While the author claims the paper was an attempt “to enhance the stability of power grids by exploring potential vulnerabilities,”198 the collaborative relationship between China’s universities and military could make this paper a blueprint for CNE targeting. At the very least, SCADA systems must be disconnected from the Internet. Including critical infrastructure in a federally secured network would allow national utilities to remain linked with greatly reduced vulnerability to CNE.

The same security applied to federal networks and critical infrastructure must be extended to the contracted service and supply chains which support federal and critical information technology. CNCI Initiative #11 is to “Develop a multi-pronged approach for global supply chain risk management,” but speaks only in terms of “managing risk” and “awareness of threats.”199 During much of the Cold War, the United States developed most of its own computer hardware and software through agencies like DARPA.200 If the government intends to use the commercial sector for IT, industry security must be federally regulated. Regulations must be created by computer professionals at CYBERCOM and the NCCIC, not by industry lobbyists who help write Congressional legislation. Regulation must cover development and acquisition, to ensure hardware and software is malware-free. Vendors must not only ensure their products are clean, but must ensure their research and development teams operate on secured intranets without direct external access to the Internet. This will help ensure that IT is not only untainted, but that the latest developments in cyber security are not exfiltrated and reverse engineered by potential adversaries.

The biggest step the federal government can take is to secure the Internet’s infrastructure. Richard Clarke, former presidential Advisor for Cybersecurity, points out that AT&T, Verizon, Level 3, Qwest,
and Sprint are the largest American Internet Service Providers (ISPs), controlling the infrastructure which moves over 90 percent of American Internet traffic. Clarke argues that these ‘Tier 1’ ISPs could mirror the federal government’s use of EINSTEIN by placing deep-packet intrusion scanners where fiber-optic cables enter the United States and where the Tier 1 networks connect to smaller ISPs. Intrusion scanners would search for malware signatures provided by NSA. This system could screen for CNA traffic from foreign countries and for domestic malicious and industrial espionage activity. This would move America closer to the level of security China employs, but without government Internet control or censorship.

CNCI Initiative #8 calls for “Cyber Education,” but focuses on skills training. National cyber security requires a broad public education campaign, for the federal workforce, its supporting contractors, and the American people. To create support for stringent cyber defense, the American people must understand the severity of the threat. The government has used public education campaigns before, to change minds, behavior and to build support for government policy. The first faltering effort for cyber education, National Cybersecurity Awareness Month, has been largely ignored for the last seven years. Energizing public support for comprehensive cyber security may require a World War II-scale education campaign clearly explaining that cyber defense is a matter of national security. Americans have embraced information technology and the Internet, but do not understand the inherent threats. Like living with the atomic bomb or the Global War on Terrorism, Americans need to adjust to a security-focused way of interacting with the World Wide Web. Like wearing seatbelts, full body scanners in airports, and not smoking in restaurants, the American people can and will accept some inconvenience and adjust to the requirements for greater cyber security.

Coupled with improved national cyber defense, the United States must directly engage with the People’s Republic of China. This critical element, an offensive-defensive strategy, is missing from the Obama Administration’s CNCI. CNCI Initiative #10, “Define and develop enduring deterrence strategies and programs,” lacks the offensive capability and intent-to-use statement required for deterrence.
Engagement will not be easy. China’s public position is that they are behind the West technologically and more often the victim of CNAs. When connected to a CNE event, the PRC’s typical response is to deny any involvement and curtly demand that other states stay out of China’s ‘internal affairs.’ However, if the PRC’s strategy is cyber deterrence, they will understand engagement on the basis of Cold War-style mutual deterrence.

Through Cold War confrontation and negotiation, the United States and Soviet Union worked out guidelines for mutual nuclear deterrence. The United States and China must establish a similar appreciation for each others’ positions – a code of conduct for cyberspace. The two states need to establish an understanding of how far the other will tolerate network intrusions, what might constitute an act of cyber warfare, and how each might react if cyber redlines are crossed. For 20 years, individuals and organizations within the PLA has published articles on what they could do with cyber power. They may be signaling both capabilities and intent, assuming that similar American articles are a response. To date, the U.S. government has complained but not responded legally, militarily, or economically to China’s cyber intrusions. This leaves the Chinese to assume that America will tolerate CNE or that the United States is unwilling or unable to respond. The danger in this ambiguity is that China or America might suffer a serious cyber attack and blame it on the other, prompting a retaliation and subsequent escalation. Opening a constructive dialogue now might avoid a cyber version of the Cuban Missile or Berlin Crisis in the future.

Bi-lateral discussions with China must accompany one of President Obama’s other goals, developing internationally accepted norms for behavior in cyberspace. This is a systemic challenge, as the GAO notes: “In general, differences between the laws of nations, sovereignty and privacy issues, varying degrees of national technical capacity, and differing interpretation of laws will impede efforts to establish common, international standards for prohibiting, investigating, and punishing cybercrime.” For 10 years, the United Nations has tried and failed to enact an international treaty on cyber crime. The latest attempt, April 2010, broke down over normative differences on national sovereignty.
and human rights. Russia and China wanted tighter government Internet controls, which Western states saw as censorship. The United States and Europe wanted greater authorities for investigation and law enforcement, whereas Russia and China do not want foreign investigators within their jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{214}

Norms can be established where treaty partners can be found. The United States is one signatory member of the only international cyberspace treaty, the Council of Europe’s \textit{Convention on Cybercrime}, in force since 2004. The Convention has 47 members and includes 10 non-European states.\textsuperscript{215} The European Council has lobbied for the UN to adopt the Convention as a global standard, however, China and Russia oppose it and some developing nations see it as written by and for developed nations. While the Convention focuses on crime – financial and identity theft, child pornography, and intellectual property – and not cyber warfare, it forms a basis from which like-minded nations can act.\textsuperscript{216} And, as other nations join the Convention, it forms an enforceable norm for the international community writ large.

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) is another venue the United States should engage. The denial of service attack on Estonia, which completely shut down its ability to conduct Internet banking and commerce, was ultimately treated as a cyber crime, not an attack on a NATO state. Estonia’s Defense Minister initially compared the DDoS to a blockade of national sea ports, an act of aggression under UN General Assembly Resolution 3314.\textsuperscript{217} However, Article 41 of the UN Charter says, in effect, that interruption of economic relations and communications is a “measure not involving armed force.”\textsuperscript{218}

According to CYBERCOM’s commander, General Alexander, “there is no international consensus on a precise definition of a use of force, in or out of cyberspace.”\textsuperscript{219} Left unaddressed, the attack on Estonia highlights the network vulnerability of NATO nations and an exploitable seam in the Alliance’s defense structure. If the Alliance is to remain relevant in the 21\textsuperscript{st} century, it must decide how to respond to CNE and CNA.\textsuperscript{220} NATO must determine what cyber activities constitute the equivalent of an armed attack, expressed in terms of the attack’s effects rather than on the cyber weapons used. Having established a norm, NATO can coordinate response strategy. The NATO norm might someday be the
basis for new international laws of war, but in the immediate future, they would set a threshold for NATO’s adversaries. Even if not binding under international law, they would serve as a redline to help restrain adversary cyber activities.

The United States should also look to India as a cyber security partner. India is a growing Asian power and a regional rival with China. The two are in dispute over the Kashmir and the Arunachal Pradesh; each is concerned over the others’ military power projection capabilities; and India has been the subject of PRC-based CNE. There is already a basis to negotiate cyberspace norms. The Indo-U.S. Cyber Security Forum was established in 2002 for critical infrastructure protection and at the 2006 session of the U.S.-India Joint Working Group on Counterterrorism the two agreed to continue bilateral cooperation on several areas, including cyber security. While cooperation between the United States and India would heighten PRC qualms, it would also force them to take more seriously both nations’ stated concerns about Chinese CNE.221

In April 2010, General Alexander advised the U.S. Senate, “We must establish partnerships with nation-states that share common goals for lawful behavior in cyberspace. Such agreements would establish expectations of normative behavior for cyber activities and thresholds for bad behaviors that would not be allowed to continue.”222 In the absence of common international norms for cyberspace activities, the United States must work to build multilateral norms that can expand. There is a growing understanding in the international community that cyber threats can be like a pandemic. Computer viruses can spread internationally in hours with the potential to wreck havoc on IT systems in every country. Such common threats form a basis for cooperation.

In designing international cyber agreements and norms, the United States should try to incorporate relevant facets of China’s Internet laws. This would make the new norms more applicable to developing nations and make it easier for China to accept them.223 As more states come together in treaties like the European Convention on Cybercrime, China and other non-participating states will increasingly be expected to abide by the growing body of norms and more anxious to be involved, lest they be left out of normative decision-making.
Living and Dealing with China’s Cyber Power

The United States was the world’s only atomic superpower until the Soviet Union exploded their atomic bomb in 1949. America accepted the Soviets as a co-superpower, developing alliances, policies, treaties, and military forces to mitigate the nuclear threat. In much the same way, America must recognize that its superpower status is challenged by the People’s Republic of China’s cyber power. In addition, the United States must recognize that, just as the Soviet Union and the United States never fought a nuclear war, China’s possession of a robust cyber capability does not mean that cyber war is inevitable.

During a state visit to China, President Obama stated: “Our relationship has not been without disagreement and difficulty. But the notion that we must be adversaries is not predestined.” The United States and China are not engaged in a Cold War to determine which political-economic system will govern the world. The Cold War-era China has morphed into a new, hybrid state, still controlled by the Chinese Communist Party, but largely mercantilistic in its domestic and foreign policy. The CCP sees success in terms of economic growth, not military or political conquest. The two states are competitors for economic and political power, but not any more than any other states competing for world markets and domestic prosperity. And if China is building a modern military, complete with cyber warfare capabilities, so is the United States. As the Secretary of State’s International Security Advisory Board put it, “while China is preparing for an armed conflict with the United States by seeking military advantages in asymmetric areas of warfare, it appears that Beijing does not want such a conflict.”

This is not to suggest that the United States and China could not go to war. Taiwan’s potential independence is the most likely reason for a Sino-American military conflict. China’s cyber power could be a great force multiplier for the People’s Liberation Army in a war over Taiwan, asymmetrically reducing the U.S. advantage at the tactical and operational levels of war while causing economic damage and interfering with American command and control at the strategic level. That possibility aside, the most common cause for war is competition for natural resources. With two of the world’s largest economies at stake, China and America might fight over access to oil or rare earth
minerals. The possibility of war nearly always exists. Like the Soviets’ nuclear arsenal, China’s possession of cyber weapons does not increase the possibility of war, rather, its cyber power is a factor to be considered and mitigated.

However, the PRC’s demonstrated capabilities for computer network exploitation have underscored America’s vulnerability to cyber attack, from China, or another state with similar capabilities, or a non-state actor. As the cyber attacks on Georgia and Estonia and the Stuxnet virus infection of Iran’s Bushehr nuclear reactor have demonstrated, China is not the only cyber power in the world. Botnets, hacker tools, worms and viruses, Trojans, and malware of other types are readily available throughout the Internet. Given the total threat, America’s current cyber security posture is untenable, with national networks and critical infrastructure vulnerable to attack; the agencies responsible for defense divided and disorganized; and the international community at odds over cyberspace norms and rules.

Just as the Chinese used American military capabilities as their benchmark for their Revolution in Military Affairs, the United States must use China’s computer network exploitation capabilities as a minimum standard for developing integrated cyber policy, security and defense. Ensuring national cyber security will not be easy or inexpensive, however, deterring the Soviet Union through 45 years of Cold War wasn’t trouble-free or cheap either. As it committed itself to nuclear deterrence, the United States must commit itself to endure as one of the world’s leading cyber powers with the capacity to deter or defeat its adversaries in and through cyberspace.
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Lieutenant General Keith Alexander, responding to questions from the Senate Armed Services Committee said, “The establishment of U.S. Cyber Command, in and of itself, does not change the lawful employment of military force for self-defense. In this case, if the ‘attack’ met the criteria approved by the President in our Standing Rules of Engagement, the military would exercise its obligation of self-defense. Operationally, it is difficult to develop an effective response when we do not know who is responsible for an ‘attack’; however, the circumstances may be such that at least some level of mitigating action can be taken even when we are not certain who is responsible. Regardless whether we know who is responsible, international law requires that our use of force in self-defense be proportional and discriminate. Neither proportionality nor discrimination requires that we know who is responsible before we take defensive action.”


“Cyber defence capabilities. The next significant attack on the Alliance may well come down a fibre optic cable. Already, cyber attacks against NATO systems
occur frequently, but most often below the threshold of political concern. However, the risk of a large-scale attack on NATO’s command and control systems or energy grids could readily warrant consultations under Article 4 and could possibly lead to collective defence measures under Article 5. Effective cyber defence requires the means to prevent, detect, respond to, and recover from attacks. NATO has taken steps to develop these capabilities through creation of a Cyber Defence Management Authority, a Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence, and a Computer Incident Response Capability. Nonetheless, there persist serious gaps in NATO’s cyber defence capabilities. The Strategic Concept should place a high priority on addressing these vulnerabilities, which are both unacceptable and increasingly dangerous.

Recommendations:

1. NATO should recognize that cyber attacks are a growing threat to the security of the Alliance and its members. Accordingly:

   • A major effort should be undertaken to increase the monitoring of NATO’s critical network and to assess and furnish remedies to any vulnerabilities that are identified.
   
   • The Centre of Excellence should do more, through training, to help members improve their cyber defence programmes.
   
   • Allies should expand early warning capabilities in the form of a NATO-wide network of monitoring nodes and sensors.
   
   • The Alliance should be prepared to send an expert team to any member experiencing or threatened by a major cyber attack.
   
   • Over time, NATO should plan to mount a fully adequate array of cyber defence capabilities, including passive and active elements.”
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